New hygiene concepts because of the COVID-19
pandemic. Also with regard to seating.
Keeping

your distance!
Even on seats
right next
to each other.

In all environments, where many people come together, physical distancing rules are in place. We are happy to assist with the
practical implementation. Fast and uncomplicated. And we can do even more. In the future, hygienic safety is sure to play a key role.
In the waiting areas, safe disinfection will be high on the list of priorities, next to easy cleaning. In this field as well, you can rely on us!
Benefit from our know-how and experience gained in the healthcare sector and through the furnishing of airports.

short term

medium term

long term

Block seats with the seating banners

Partition between the seats

Additional arms

Blocking seats the easy way. The seating banners are suited for
benches, bench rows or individual seats. They are stretched over
the seat and back, and fixated securely through a clamping device.
The fresh green colour signals cleanliness, the stop symbol in traffic
sign look is readily understandable to everyone. The seating
banners are optionally available in other dimensions.
Individual design and print is also possible.

For all waiting bench series from Kusch+Co, we have flexible solutions on offer. Also suited for third-party products. The partition is
either directly fixated onto the stretcher bar, connected to a bench
top or self-supporting on the floor. The partition can be made of
acrylic glass, tempered glass, metal or wood covered with a fabric.
Dimensions can be individually defined by the customer.

Dependent on the guidelines, the physical distance between the
seated persons can be adapted through placing the seats further apart
and by installing extra arms, thus providing more privacy and less
contact with the neighbour. A higher hygienic safety is
possible through the antibacterial coating on the arms.

Substitute seat for bench top
A fast and cost-efficient solution that is available to all waiting bench
series from Kusch+Co. Bench tops feature a black, plastic laminate
cover. Optionally with RESOPAL® Antibacterial surface with self-acting
reduction of viruses and bacteria. Additional sticker
with stop logo available.

Innovative configurations
Creva soft is ideally suited to furnish waiting areas with safe seating
configurations. This series is characterized by lounge aesthetics.
The modules can be mixed and matched to create a shielded and
extremely comfortable seat unit. The opposite facing seats can
be separated both visually and acoustically through a partition.

Act now! Contact us for more hygienic safety!
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